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Starplayer TV Phonic
 Venetian White

With the Starplayer TV Phonic in Venetian White 
we are continuing our vision of truly independent 
hardware design.
As the first model in our Starplayer TV range it is 
fitted with the new pickup covers and the 4-way 
rotary pickup selector makes her a jack of all  
trades. Its semi-hollow body is constructed 
from laminated spruce for the arched top and  
laminated flamed maple for the sides and flat 
back. We make the neck from a single piece of  
American Hardrock maple and Indian rose-
wood for the fretboard which also features our  
classy Wing inlays. Of course it also sports elegant  
Duesenberg hardware such as the Radiator  
Tremolo unit, Steel Saddle Radius Bridge and  
effortless Z-Tuners on the headstock.

The Starplayer TV Phonic is a bold statement for 
individuality.



We are adding a brand new colour to one of our 
most loved instruments. 
The new Starplayer TV Alliance Series Mike 
Campbell in a stunning Catalina Green  
celebrates Tom Petty and the Heartbreakers’ 40th 
anniversary and maintains all the features 
which made the original a loved companion for  
musicians around the globe.

With this model we are honoring our friendship 
with one of Germany’s best known musicians  
- Wolfgang Niedecken. 
The guitar features an all hollow con- 
struction and our line of Little Toaster mini  
humbuckers. The three crown inlays on the fret-
board both symbol Colognes City coat of arms  
and Wolfgang’s personal rock and roll heroes. 

A solid slab of mahogany for either body 
and neck and the sturdy long neck tenon  
design make this brand new Duesenberg  
model a powerful Rock’n Roll ally. Two of 
our classically voiced Grand Vintage hum- 
buckers, smooth Z-Tuners and the combination 
of a stop-tailpiece and the Steel Saddle Radius  
Bridge proudly declare: no-frills, just tone.

Alliance Series Wolfgang Niedecken
Vintage Burst Hollow

Bonneville
Cherry Red & Vintage White

Alliance Series Mike Campbell
40 th “Heartbreakers” Anniversary
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